Focal, the on-board sound reference, presents its line of six subwoofers for the car

With its renowned sound savoir-faire, the St. Étienne brand unveils six new subwoofers in its Motorities Collection. Having launched the Auditor and Slatefiber audio kit lines at the start of this year, Focal now further enhances its offering of products dedicated to in-car listening, confirming its position as the reference in on-board sound.

SUBWOOFERS TO COVER ALL USES

The new line of Focal subwoofers includes six products with different formats to meet all in-car system needs: Sub 10, Sub 10 Dual, Sub 10 Slim, Sub 12, Sub 12 Dual, Sub 12 Slim. The models are divided into two diameters (10 or 12 inch / 25 or 30cm), designed with a single voice coil for conventional use, or dual voice coil for even better performance. Two slim models complete the line to deliver a fully compact solution.

BOOSTED BASS

Armed with its savoir-faire and engineering, Focal develops products that enhance the listening experience. While the six subwoofers unveiled are designed to meet all installation needs, they guarantee boosted bass reproduction. Their robust polypropylene cone – which proved its worth in the Auditor line of kits – is a component that is highly adapted for impressive low frequency reproduction. Integrating a subwoofer into a car system delivers a significantly improved overall reproduction quality, contributing to the dynamics and even the physical sensation of very low frequencies.

TOTAL COMPATIBILITY

These six Focal subwoofers are compatible with all of the brand’s Motorities products; they remain highly recommended as complementary additions to an Auditor, Access, Universal, Polyglass or even Slatefiber system. They are efficient in sealed and bass-reflex set-ups; the slim versions will also suit sealed or compact boxes (from 10L).

Availability: May 2022
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